
     Hi! Welcome to the National 
Science Museum. You have 
applied for a job as a guide here 
and you’ve got through to the 
interview. Well done. On the 
next page are the tasks we need 
you to complete for the 
interview. Prepare them well - 
your job at NSM depends on it!
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what are 
cells?

Why are there so 
many components in 

cells and what do 
they do?

What’s the 
difference between 
plant and animal 

cells? What is the 
difference between 

osmosis and 
diffusion?
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 You have two tasks for this 
interview:

a) Prepare a full-colour, 
illustrated leaflet (2 sides of 
A4) that includes:

• a crossword using the key 
words about cells

• a diagram of a plant and 
animal cell that needs to be 
labelled

• a cartoon strip showing how 
water moves into a root cell 
by osmosis.

b) Prepare for a discussion with 
people acting as members of 
the public. They will have 
questions for you about the 
Cells exhibition. Some of the 
typical questions are given in 
the speech bubbles here. 
Remember, these are just 
examples! To get the job you 
must be an expert on plant 
and animal cells!



A cell, e.g.  a nerve cell.

 A group of the same cells is a 
tissue, e.g. nerve tissue.

A group of  tissues make an 
organ, e.g. the brain.

A group of organs make a system 
e.g. the nervous system.

A group of systems make an 
organism e.g. a human. C
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Organising cells
Some living things are made from a single 
cell. They are called unicellular organisms. 
They are so small you can only see them 
with a microscope. 
Larger, multicellular organisms like 
humans can be made from  millions of 
cells. They have special cells that carry 
out particular functions, such as muscle 
and nerve cells.
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Diffusion
Particles move around 
cells by the process of 
diffusion.  Diffusion is 
when particles move 
from areas of high 
concentration to areas 
of low concentration. 
Smells move through 
the air like this.

Osmosis
Osmosis is the process by which water 
moves from an area of low concentration 
to an area of high concentration through a 
semi-permeable membrane. This is how 
water moves in and out of cells.


